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The kinetic energy variationof a system subjected to impact under conditions 
of the generalized Carnot theorem Cl] is investigated. Proof of the theorem 
is given in the case of acatastatic links. It is shown that the second part of 
that theorem extends to systems whose interaction with the links is defined 
by properties which include the known conditions of ideality of the latter and, 

also, of zero virtual work of link reaction impulses during the regeneration 
time. 

1. Let the constraints on the motion of a mechanical system be of the form of 
ideal links defined by independent equations of the form 

(1.1) 

where a&, &kr C& ds are con~nuous and con~nuously ~fferentiable functions of 
time t and coordinates Xk, &, zig (k = 1, . . .,ff), (2’ = dt [ dt). of the system 
mass points. 

We introduce velocity vectors vk = (sk’, .Yk*, zk’) of points and vectors Nsk = 

(ask, bsk, c,k) (s = 1, . . ., 1; k = 1, . . ., n), and write Eqs. (1.1) as follows: 

~N,,v,+&d (s=i,...,l) 
k 

( 1.2) 

The COnditiOn of ideality of links implies that the virtual displacements 6rk on 
which the work of link reactions is zero, satisfy the equalities 

x Nsks’k -0 (s=i,...,l) 

k 

(1.3) 

Let us consider the kinetic energy variation of a system constrained by links that 
remain after impact (the first part of the Camot theorem). The velocity variation of 

points of the system resulting from the application of links corresponds to the effect of 
reaction impact impulses Rk 

m~(vk+-Vk-b=Rk, R, = i h,N,, (k = 1, . . . , n) 
S==l 

(1.4) 

where mk are masses of points of the system, vk_ and vr+ are the velocities of 

points of the system before and after impact, and 1; (s = 1, . . .,I) are undefined co- 

efficients. 
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Since the links remain after impact, velocities vh_+ of points of the system sat- 
isfy Eqs. (1.2). Equations (1.2) for vk+ and (1.4) enable us to determine (3n -I- I) 
unknowns xh_‘, yh_‘, rh_‘, xs , if the state of the system before the impact is specified. 

The system of linear equations for the undefined coefficients As is of the form 

I 

&kc 
n 

(2, + Yz Nskvk_ (s = 1, . . . , t) Cl.51 
h-=1 P=l k=l 

which implies that the reactions are uniquely determined, if the system of Eqs. (1.5) 
is compatible and has a unique solution. 

We represent the motion of each point as acomposite one. As the carrier velocity 
(vk”) we take the velocities which the points would have if the system was at rest 

(vk_ = 0) but constrained by links (1, I), i. e. vke defined by Eqs. (I.. 2). The 
relative velocity vectors vk_O and vk+’ of points before and after impact are, then, 

defined by vk-’ = v~; - Vke and vri+’ = vk+ - vke, respectively. The remainder 

Of Eqs. (1.2) for vk+ and vke yields the equalities 

i Nskv;+ = 0 (s = 1, . . . , I) 
k=l 

(1.6) 

Equations (1.4) are also valid for the relative velocities. The scalar multiplica- 
tion of each of Eqs. (1.4) by Vk+’ and subsequent summation yields 

(1.71 

Taking into account (1.6) we conclude that the right-hand side of (1.7) is zero 
hence 

1 f 
I 2 nz&e_ - 2 

c 

1 
?nkt$ = 2 

z: 
mk @&- - v,&)2 (1.8) 

k k 

Equality (1.8) shows that the kinetic energy of relative velocities lost at the sudd- 
en imposition of the retained ideal acatastatic links is equal to the energy of lost vel- 
ocities. 

When (2~ s 0 (catastatic links [2] ) from (1.8) we obtain the first part of the gen- 
eralized Carnot theorem. 

2. The second part of the generalized Carnot theorem assumes that the system 
motion is compatible with the pre-impact links. Hence the point velocities vk- 
before the impact satisfy EQS. (1.2) for the links. Impact reactions can be due either 

to the effect of active impact forces applied to points of the system or be the result 
of impulsive variation of links [Z]. In both cases the model of impact interaction in 

discrete mechanical systems must be supplem~ted by assumptions related to the phy- 
sical properties of the mechanical system and of constraints represented by the links, 
since the removal of the latter occurs either as the result of elastic interaction with 
them or of their destruction. In the first case we use the known concept of elastic 

impact interaction with the link as a process consisting of two phases: accumulation 
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in the link of impact reaction impulses, and the subsequent recovery and restitution 
of accumulated impulses to the system. We limit the action of active impact forces 
to the duration of the first phase. 

During the first phase the links are present and the imputies Rk are generated. 
Denoting the velocities of points by ur we obtain 

mti (uk - vk-) = % + & (k = 1, . . .) n) (2.1) 

where Eq. (1.2) is also valid for Uk , and Sk are impusles of active shock forces. 
Xn the course of the second phase only impact reactions whose impulses we denote 

by &* act on the system, Then 

mk (Vk+ - Uk) = Rk* (E6 = 1, . * .) n) 
(2.2) 

The direction of impact reactions during the recovery phase is generally determin- 

ed by vector Nsk. Using Newton’s hypothesis on the possibility of defining the 
elastic interaction of mass points of the system with the links by the restitution co- 
efficients (0 f %k f 1) and the disintegration by the velocity conservation coeffic- 
ients (-1 \( X,k < O), we have 

(2*3) 

Hence, if the links are to remain ideal at impact, it is necessary that the virtual 
work of shock reaction impulses during the restitution phase is zero, i. e. 

; R;6r, = 0 (; Rk&rk = 0) 
(2.4) 

R e m a r k. A comparison of (2.3) and (1.3) shows that condition (2.4) of ideal- 
ity at impact is satisfied if the characteristics of impact interaction of all particles 
with each link are the same, i, e. xSl = . . .= x,n = x,. 

From equalities (2.1) and (2.2) we have 

mkfvk+-vk_)=Sk$.Rk+Rk* (k=I,...,n) (2.5) 

In proving the theorem second part it is usual to take as the input equations the 
equation of impuslive motion [3] which are obtained from (2.5), when the active 
impact forces are balanced by impact reactions acting during the first phase, i. e, 
Sk = -Rk. Otherwise it is necessary to consider velocities uk instead of vk_ . 

Let us assume that the links remain ideal under impact, i.e. that condition (2.4) 
is satisfied. The scalar multiplication of each of equalities (2.5) by vectors v;_ 
with allowance for the equality Sk = - Rk yields for their sum 

1 c 1 
2 nlkV;; --iJ- c c rnk (vi+ - v;__)s = c Rk*v;_ (2.6) 

k k k k 

Since the relative velocities vi__ are proportional to virtual displacements, the 

right-hand side of equality (2.6), under condition (2.4), is zero. 
The second part of the Camot theorem has been, thus generalized as follows. 

Under the impact of active forces followed by liberation of the system of acatastatic 
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links ideal under impact, the acquired kinetic energy of relative velocities is equal 
to the kinetic energy of acquired velocities. 

We also obtain the left-hand side of Eq. (2.6) when the impact effect on the sys- 
tem is due to impulsive links [a]. In such case functions d, in Eqs. (1.1) have a 
first order discontinuity and assume values which we denote by d,*. The change 
of links causes the shock. At the end of the first ph;lse velocity uk* of points sat- 
isfy the equations 

mk7uk* - vx_) = R, (k= 1, . . . , a) 

;rll Nekuk* $- d, = 0 (s = 1, . . . . I) 
k 

For the second phase we have the relations 

mk (vk+ - uk*) = R,* 

As carrier velocities we take any vectors that satisfy 

equations of impulsive motions are of the form 

mh_ (‘B+ - vk_.) = R, + R,* 

Eqs. (1.2) for links. The 

The ideality of links under impact enables us to carry out further proof of the 

theorem in a manner similar to that presented above, since 

; R,v;_ = 0, g Rk*v;_ = 0 

As the result, we have the fo~owing theorem. In the case of impulsive variation 

of ideal nonconservative links the acqnired kinetic energy of the relative velocities is 

equal to the kinetic energy of acquired velocities. 
We have, thus, obtained an extension of the Carnot theorem to systems with ideal 

acatastatic links under impact. 
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